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Abstract: We consider Type IIB 5-brane web diagrams for 5d Sp(N) gauge theory with
an antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf fundamental hypermultiplets. The corresponding
5-branes can be obtained by Higgsing a 5-brane web for quiver gauge theory. We use the
refined topological vertex formalism to compute Nekrasov partition functions of 5d Sp(2)
theories with one antisymmetric hypermultiplet and flavors. Our results agree with the
known results obtained from the ADHM method. We also discuss a particular tuning of
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1 Introduction
A large class of five-dimensional (5d) N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theories [1] can be
constructed in Type IIB 5-brane webs [2, 3] or in M-theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds [4–
7]. The duality between a 5-brane web in type IIB string theory and a toric Calabi-Yau
threefold in M-theory [8] enables one to utilize the topological string partition function on
a toric Calabi-Yau threefold to obtain the BPS partition function of a 5d gauge theory on
the dual 5-brane web [9–14]. The topological string method known as (refined) topological
vertex [15–19] thus provides another powerful tool for computing the partition function of
5d N = 1 gauge theories.
In recent years, there has been much progress on understanding of 5d N = 1 gauge
theories from the perspective of Type IIB 5-brane webs [20–28], revealing even larger class
of 5d N = 1 theories can be realized by 5-brane webs. For instance, 5d SU(2) theories
with 5 ≤ Nf ≤ 7 hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation (flavors) can be
obtained by Higgsing of a 5-brane web for T3, T4 and T6 theories, respectively [29]. It is
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straightforwardly generalized to 5d SU(N) theory with 2N+1 ≤ Nf ≤ 2N+3 flavors. The
dual diagrams for these 5-brane webs are generically non-toric, as they can be understood as
a Higgsed diagram of certain quiver theories [22, 23, 30]. 5d SO(N)/Sp(N) (quiver) gauge
theories with the number of hypermultiplet in the fundamental representation exceeding
the bound in [7] can also be constructed from 5-brane webs with the orientifold planes
by Higgsing [24, 31]. Moreover, Sp(N) gauge theories with the hypermultiplet in the
antisymmetric representation [24] and SO(N) gauge theories with hypermultiplets in the
spinor representation [32] are also constructed. Even G2 gauge theories with Nf ≤ 6 flavors
are represented by 5-brane webs [33]. Dual diagrams for such 5-brane webs are generically
non-toric as they can be obtained by a Higgsing of some certain quiver theory and also by
introduction of the orientifolds, implying that the corresponding Calabi-Yau threefolds are
non-toric.
The topological vertex formalism also has been implemented to non-toric Calabi-Yau
threefolds [20, 34, 35] by tuning Ka¨hler parameters [36–39]. Even for a non-toric diagram
with an O5-plane, (unrefined) topological vertex formalism was newly proposed [40], which
enables one to compute the partition function for 5d G2 gauge theories based on 5-brane
web with an O5-plane [33], which agrees with the field theory results up to two instanton
contributions [41–46]. Though the topological vertex formalism is applicable to 5d gauge
theories of various gauge groups, application of the topological vertex to theories with
hypermultiplet other than fundamental hypermultiplet is still limited.
In this paper, we utilize the topological vertex to compute the partition function for 5d
Sp(N) theory with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf ≤ 7 flavors. The theory has
the fixed point at UV where the global symmetry is enhanced to ENf+1 × SU(2) [1, 4–7].
The partition function for 5d Sp(N) theory with massless antisymmetric hypermultiplet
and 5 ≤ Nf ≤ 7 flavors was already computed based on web diagrams of Higgsed TN
theories [35]. Here, we consider 5d Sp(N) theories with massive antisymmetric hypermul-
tiplet and Nf flavors, whose diagrams are obtained from Higgsing of a certain quiver gauge
theory [24, 26]. To obtain the Nekrasov partition function from the corresponding non-
toric diagram, one needs to properly tune Ka¨hler parameters associated with the Higgsing.
We find a proper tuning for the Ka¨hler parameters by comparing the partition function
obtained from the topological vertex result with the known result from localization. As
such Higgsed parts of the 5-brane web are locally a T2 diagram, such tuning can be also
determined by considering tuning of a T2 diagram (T2-tuning). Following [47], global sym-
metry enhancement can be shown by redefining the gauge theory parameters to make the
fiber-base dualtiy manifest.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss 5-brane configurations for
5d Sp(N) gauge theories with one antisymmetric hypermultiplet and flavors. In section 3,
we review the refined topological vertex formalism and discuss a special tuning of Ka¨hler
parameters for 5-brane diagram for T2 theory, which is associated with the Higgsing of
5-brane webs giving rise to Sp(N) gauge theories with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet.
In section 4, we compute the instanton partition function for Sp(2) gauge theories with an
antisymmetric and Nf ≤ 4 flavors, and also discuss Sp(3) gauge theory as an example of
generalization to higher rank gauge group. We then conclude with some remarks in section
– 2 –
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(b)
Figure 1. (a): 5-brane web for Sp(N) with an O5-plane. (b): 5-brane web for Sp(N) with an
O7−-plane.
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<latexit sha1_base64="JIHWjj4EK JsvNeB8M1YaSNG21uc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIXiy7UqjHg hdvVrAf0K4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBv X/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NFRoghtk4hHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bQXK4pFwGk3m N5kfveJKs0i+WBmMfUFHksWMoJNJt01Hi+HlapbcxdA68TLSRVytIaVr8EoIom g0hCOte57bmz8FCvDCKfz0iDRNMZkise0b6nEgmo/Xdw6R+dWGaEwUrakQQv1 90SKhdYzEdhOgc1Er3qZ+J/XT0x47adMxomhkiwXhQlHJkLZ42jEFCWGzyzBRD F7KyITrDAxNp6SDcFbfXmddK5qnlvz7uvVZj2PowincAYX4EEDmnALLWgDgQk8 wyu8OcJ5cd6dj2VrwclnTuAPnM8fOnCNpQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIHWjj4EK JsvNeB8M1YaSNG21uc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIXiy7UqjHg hdvVrAf0K4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBv X/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NFRoghtk4hHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bQXK4pFwGk3m N5kfveJKs0i+WBmMfUFHksWMoJNJt01Hi+HlapbcxdA68TLSRVytIaVr8EoIom g0hCOte57bmz8FCvDCKfz0iDRNMZkise0b6nEgmo/Xdw6R+dWGaEwUrakQQv1 90SKhdYzEdhOgc1Er3qZ+J/XT0x47adMxomhkiwXhQlHJkLZ42jEFCWGzyzBRD F7KyITrDAxNp6SDcFbfXmddK5qnlvz7uvVZj2PowincAYX4EEDmnALLWgDgQk8 wyu8OcJ5cd6dj2VrwclnTuAPnM8fOnCNpQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIHWjj4EK JsvNeB8M1YaSNG21uc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIXiy7UqjHg hdvVrAf0K4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBv X/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NFRoghtk4hHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bQXK4pFwGk3m N5kfveJKs0i+WBmMfUFHksWMoJNJt01Hi+HlapbcxdA68TLSRVytIaVr8EoIom g0hCOte57bmz8FCvDCKfz0iDRNMZkise0b6nEgmo/Xdw6R+dWGaEwUrakQQv1 90SKhdYzEdhOgc1Er3qZ+J/XT0x47adMxomhkiwXhQlHJkLZ42jEFCWGzyzBRD F7KyITrDAxNp6SDcFbfXmddK5qnlvz7uvVZj2PowincAYX4EEDmnALLWgDgQk8 wyu8OcJ5cd6dj2VrwclnTuAPnM8fOnCNpQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIHWjj4EK JsvNeB8M1YaSNG21uc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIXiy7UqjHg hdvVrAf0K4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBv X/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NFRoghtk4hHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bQXK4pFwGk3m N5kfveJKs0i+WBmMfUFHksWMoJNJt01Hi+HlapbcxdA68TLSRVytIaVr8EoIom g0hCOte57bmz8FCvDCKfz0iDRNMZkise0b6nEgmo/Xdw6R+dWGaEwUrakQQv1 90SKhdYzEdhOgc1Er3qZ+J/XT0x47adMxomhkiwXhQlHJkLZ42jEFCWGzyzBRD F7KyITrDAxNp6SDcFbfXmddK5qnlvz7uvVZj2PowincAYX4EEDmnALLWgDgQk8 wyu8OcJ5cd6dj2VrwclnTuAPnM8fOnCNpQ==</latexit>
(4, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit>
(4, 1)
<latexit sha1_ba se64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F 70=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm 02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuD gcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu 3s7u0flA+PWlqmitAmkVyqTog15UzQp mGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJ aBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdA q8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmC DDyjDC6bTUSzVNMBnjIe1aKnBMdZDNr 52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Y m5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRw ZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgE o2BG/55VXSuqp5bs279yt1P4+jCCdwC lXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDs fi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F 70=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm 02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuD gcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu 3s7u0flA+PWlqmitAmkVyqTog15UzQp mGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJ aBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdA q8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmC DDyjDC6bTUSzVNMBnjIe1aKnBMdZDNr 52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Y m5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRw ZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgE o2BG/55VXSuqp5bs279yt1P4+jCCdwC lXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDs fi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F 70=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm 02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuD gcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu 3s7u0flA+PWlqmitAmkVyqTog15UzQp mGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJ aBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdA q8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmC DDyjDC6bTUSzVNMBnjIe1aKnBMdZDNr 52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Y m5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRw ZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgE o2BG/55VXSuqp5bs279yt1P4+jCCdwC lXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDs fi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F 70=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm 02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuD gcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu 3s7u0flA+PWlqmitAmkVyqTog15UzQp mGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJ aBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdA q8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmC DDyjDC6bTUSzVNMBnjIe1aKnBMdZDNr 52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Y m5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRw ZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgE o2BG/55VXSuqp5bs279yt1P4+jCCdwC lXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDs fi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit>
(a)
(4, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SnZjD+RBlnWTimTyxy4ArrcaPsc=">AAAB7HicbV BNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpRECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtsu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxMpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLROnmn GfxTLWnZAaLoXiPgqUvJNoTqNQ8nY4uZv77SeujYjVI04THkR0pMRQMIpW8qv1K++yX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yYYZFSjYJLPSr3U8ISyCR 3xrqWKRtwE2eLYGbmwyoAMY21LIVmovycyGhkzjULbGVEcm1VvLv7ndVMc3gaZUEmKXLHlomEqCcZk/jkZCM0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSeu65rk17 6FeadTzOIpwBudQBQ9uoAH30AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/GCqNgA==</latexit>
(4, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F70=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlqmit AmkVyqTog15UzQpmGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJaBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdAq8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmCDDyjDC6bTUSzVNMB njIe1aKnBMdZDNr52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Ym5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRwZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgEo2BG/55VXSuqp5b s279yt1P4+jCCdwClXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F70=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlqmit AmkVyqTog15UzQpmGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJaBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdAq8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmCDDyjDC6bTUSzVNMB njIe1aKnBMdZDNr52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Ym5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRwZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgEo2BG/55VXSuqp5b s279yt1P4+jCCdwClXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F70=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlqmit AmkVyqTog15UzQpmGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJaBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdAq8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmCDDyjDC6bTUSzVNMB njIe1aKnBMdZDNr52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Ym5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRwZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgEo2BG/55VXSuqp5b s279yt1P4+jCCdwClXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/Gkn2izMO1nLb/ahxo3dt+/F70=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpZdWdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlqmit AmkVyqTog15UzQpmGG006iKI5DTtvh+Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNJaBDjoWARI9hYqVX1Ly6983654tbcOdAq8XJSgRyNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtu56bmCDDyjDC6bTUSzVNMB njIe1aKnBMdZDNr52iM6sMUCSVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2s4Ym5Fe9mbif143NdFNkDGRpIYKslgUpRwZiWavowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYgEo2BG/55VXSuqp5b s279yt1P4+jCCdwClXw4BrqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+CLI23</latexit>
(1, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="CjytKTaDUeKl+kNwV3zfHYc7qCs=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpaNFPRY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQql9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7eXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR06hUU9 agSijdDolhgkvWsNwK1k40I3EoWCsc3c781hPThiv5YMcJC2IykDzilFgnNcv44hKf94olv+LPgVYJzkgJMtR7xa9uX9E0ZtJSQYzpYD+xwYRoy6lg00I3NSwhdE QGrOOoJDEzwWR+7RSdOaWPIqVdSYvm6u+JCYmNGceh64yJHZplbyb+53VSG90EEy6T1DJJF4uiVCCr0Ox11OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0SHRhFoXUMGFgJdfXiXNqwr2K /i+WqpVszjycAKnUAYM11CDO6hDAyg8wjO8wpunvBfv3ftYtOa8bOYY/sD7/AF9lI20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CjytKTaDUeKl+kNwV3zfHYc7qCs=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpaNFPRY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQql9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7eXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR06hUU9 agSijdDolhgkvWsNwK1k40I3EoWCsc3c781hPThiv5YMcJC2IykDzilFgnNcv44hKf94olv+LPgVYJzkgJMtR7xa9uX9E0ZtJSQYzpYD+xwYRoy6lg00I3NSwhdE QGrOOoJDEzwWR+7RSdOaWPIqVdSYvm6u+JCYmNGceh64yJHZplbyb+53VSG90EEy6T1DJJF4uiVCCr0Ox11OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0SHRhFoXUMGFgJdfXiXNqwr2K /i+WqpVszjycAKnUAYM11CDO6hDAyg8wjO8wpunvBfv3ftYtOa8bOYY/sD7/AF9lI20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CjytKTaDUeKl+kNwV3zfHYc7qCs=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpaNFPRY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQql9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7eXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR06hUU9 agSijdDolhgkvWsNwK1k40I3EoWCsc3c781hPThiv5YMcJC2IykDzilFgnNcv44hKf94olv+LPgVYJzkgJMtR7xa9uX9E0ZtJSQYzpYD+xwYRoy6lg00I3NSwhdE QGrOOoJDEzwWR+7RSdOaWPIqVdSYvm6u+JCYmNGceh64yJHZplbyb+53VSG90EEy6T1DJJF4uiVCCr0Ox11OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0SHRhFoXUMGFgJdfXiXNqwr2K /i+WqpVszjycAKnUAYM11CDO6hDAyg8wjO8wpunvBfv3ftYtOa8bOYY/sD7/AF9lI20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CjytKTaDUeKl+kNwV3zfHYc7qCs=">AAAB7XicbV BNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpaNFPRY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQql9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7eXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR06hUU9 agSijdDolhgkvWsNwK1k40I3EoWCsc3c781hPThiv5YMcJC2IykDzilFgnNcv44hKf94olv+LPgVYJzkgJMtR7xa9uX9E0ZtJSQYzpYD+xwYRoy6lg00I3NSwhdE QGrOOoJDEzwWR+7RSdOaWPIqVdSYvm6u+JCYmNGceh64yJHZplbyb+53VSG90EEy6T1DJJF4uiVCCr0Ox11OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0SHRhFoXUMGFgJdfXiXNqwr2K /i+WqpVszjycAKnUAYM11CDO6hDAyg8wjO8wpunvBfv3ftYtOa8bOYY/sD7/AF9lI20</latexit>
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Figure 2. (a): A deformation of a 5-brane web with an O7−-plane for pure Sp(2). (b): Resolution
of an O7−-plane into a pair of 7-branes of the charge (1, 1) and (1,−1). The resulting diagram is
pure SU(5) theory of Chern-Simons level -5.
5.
A Mathematica package for refined topological vertex for generic toric diagrams is
included in the arXiv submission file. The package would be useful for more complicated
toric diagrams. The results in section 4 are obtained using this package.
2 5-brane configurations for Sp(N) gauge theory with antisymmetric
matter
From the perspective of Type I’ string theory, 5d Sp(N) gauge theories with Nf hyper-
multiplets in the fundamental representation (flavors) and a hypermultiplets in the anti-
symmetric (antisymmetric) is realized as N D4-branes near the Nf D8 branes on top of
a single O8− orientifold plane. The theory has superconformal fixed point arises in the
infinite coupling limit of the gauge theory. It exhibits SO(2Nf ) × U(1)I × SU(2)antisym.
global symmetry of flavors, instanton number, and an antisymmetric. At the UV fixed
point, the global symmetry is enhanced to [1]
ENf+1 × SU(2)antisym. ⊃ SO(2Nf )× U(1)I × SU(2)antisym., (2.1)
where En refer to E8, E7, E6 and E5 = Spin(10), E4 = SU(5), E3 = SU(3) × SU(2),
E2 = SU(2) × U(1) and E1 = SU(2). The enhancement of global symmetry is explicitly
checked from the superconformal index based on the ADHM method [48, 49].
Pure Sp(N) gauge theory has the discrete theta parameters (angles) associated with
pi4(Sp(N)) = Z2, referring to as θ = 0, pi. Hence, there are two inequivalent pure Sp(N)
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gauge theories: one with θ = 0, denoted as Sp(N)0, and the other with θ = 0, denoted
as Sp(N)pi. While Sp(N)0 theory enjoys E0 enhanced global symmetry at the UV fixed
point, the global symmetry of Sp(N)pi gauge theory remains as E˜1 = U(1). The origin of
the discrete theta parameters from Type I’ theory is discussed in [50].
5d Sp(N) gauge theory can also be understood from Type IIB string theory. In fact, a
wide range of 5d N = 1 theory can be described by Type IIB string theory, which provides
not only qualitative understanding but also quantitive aspects for 5d gauges theories. To
describe 5d Sp(N) gauge theory in Type IIB string theory. One can introduce an O5-
plane or an O7−-plane. As a representative example, 5-brane webs for pure Sp(N) gauge
theory is depicted in Figure 1. In 5-brane webs with an O5-plane, when one changes the
coupling of the pure Sp(N) theory, the brane configurations are deformed in two different
ways. These two different phases distinguish the discrete theta angles for the pure Sp(N)
theory [51]. One can also compute the (unrefined) partition function of Sp(N) theory with
Nf ≤ 2N + 6 flavors based on a 5-brane web using topological vertex method [40].
5-brane configurations with an O7−-plane are in particular interesting. An O7−-plane
can be resolved into a pair of two 7-branes of the same monodromy [52]. For instance,
suppose one resolves an O7−-plane in Figure 2(a), then the resulting 5-brane configuration
becomes a 5-brane configuration for an SU(N + 1)κ theory with the Chern-Simons level
κ = 2N +6−2|κ| as depicted in Figure 2(b), and hence provides a diagrammatical account
for the duality between 5d Sp(N) gauge theory with Nf ≤ 2N + 6 flavors and SU(N + 1)
gauge theory with the same number of Nf flavors [23, 53], where flavors in 5-brane webs
are represented by D7-branes.
For Sp(N) gauge theory with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet, it is still challenge to
describe the theory using an O5-plane. It is however possible to describe antisymmetric
matter of Sp(N) theory using O7−-planes. To realize an Sp(N) theory with an antisym-
metric, one introduces two O7−-planes horizontally separated on a 5-brane web and N
D5-branes are placed parallel to two O7−-planes as depicted in Figure 3. An alternative
description is to introduce a half NS5-brane stuck on one of O7−-planes [24]. See Figure
4. Because of a half NS5-brane, the vertical positions of O7−-plane on 5-brane plane the
brane configuration The former corresponds to an Sp(N) theory with a massless antisym-
metric hypermultiplet [29], while the latter corresponds to an Sp(N) theory with a massive
antisymmetric hypermultiplet, where the mass of an antisymmetric is parameterized the
vertical distance between two O7−-planes.
The discrete theta parameters for Sp(N) gauge theory in this 5-brane webs with O7−-
planes are realized as two different resolutions of an O7−-plane into a pair of 7-branes
[24]. For instance, O7− can be resolved either into a pair of 7-branes of the charges [1,−1]
and [1, 1], or into a pair of 7-branes of the charges [2,−1] and [0, 1]. If one resolves two
O7−-planes into the same types of 7-brane pairs, then it gives the discrete theta angle
θ = 0, while the resolution into two different types of 7-brane pairs leads to the discrete
theta angle θ = pi. One can summarize 5-brane configurations for Sp(N) theory with an
antisymmetric hypermultiplet with the discrete theta angle θ = 0 (Sp(N)0+1AS) and that
with the discrete theta angle θ = pi (Sp(N)pi+1AS) as follows: For massless antisymmetric
hypermultiplet, it is depicted in Figure 3. For massive antisymmetric hypermultiplet, it is
– 4 –
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. Massless case: (a) 5-brane configuration for Sp(2)0 + 1AS, where resolving two O7
−-
planes into the same types of a 7-brane pair (in this case, those of the 7-brane charges [1, 1] and
[1,−1]) yields the discrete theta angle θ = 0. (b) 5-brane configuration for Sp(2)pi + 1AS, where
resolving two O7−-planes into the different types of 7-brane pairs (in this case, ([1, 1], [1,−1]) and
([2,−1], [0, 1])) yields the discrete theta angle θ = 0.
depicted in Figure 4.
Flavors can be introduced by adding D7-branes. We list some representative 5-brane
webs for 5d Sp(N) gauge theory with one antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf flavors
(Sp(N) + 1AS + NfF) in Figure 5. For web diagrams for Sp(2) + 1AS + Nf (≤ 8)F, see
Appendix in [54].
As one can see 5-brane web diagrams for 5d Sp(N) theories with an antisymmetric
have jumps on (p, q)-plane. In other words, the corresponding dual diagrams are non-toric.
Such 5-brane web can be regarded as a Higgsed web diagram from some other (quiver)
gauge theories. For instance, as we will see in the later sections, 5-brane web for 5d
Sp(2)0 theory with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet can be obtained from a Higgsing of
a SU(2)× SU(4)× SU(2) quiver theory. Another example that we will discuss is 5-brane
web for 5d Sp(3)0 theory with an antisymmetric which can be obtained from a Higgsing of
– 5 –
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✓ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="abXNIu4q9DzC8zO IQv/jvyURZfA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EUpePFYwdZCG8pmO22Xbj ZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYkUhjzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpol TzbHBYxnrVsgMSqGwQYIkthKNLAolPoSjm6n/8ITaiFjd0zjBIGIDJfqCM7JSq0NDJHbldcsV r+rN4C4TPycVyFHvlr86vZinESrikhnT9r2EgoxpElzipNRJDSaMj9gA25YqFqEJstm9E/fEK j23H2tbityZ+nsiY5Ex4yi0nRGjoVn0puJ/Xjul/mWQCZWkhIrPF/VT6VLsTp93e0IjJzm2hH Et7K0uHzLNONmISjYEf/HlZdI8q/pe1b87r9Su8ziKcATHcAo+XEANbqEODeAg4Rle4c15dF6 cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8weXBY+l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="abXNIu4q9DzC8zO IQv/jvyURZfA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EUpePFYwdZCG8pmO22Xbj ZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYkUhjzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpol TzbHBYxnrVsgMSqGwQYIkthKNLAolPoSjm6n/8ITaiFjd0zjBIGIDJfqCM7JSq0NDJHbldcsV r+rN4C4TPycVyFHvlr86vZinESrikhnT9r2EgoxpElzipNRJDSaMj9gA25YqFqEJstm9E/fEK j23H2tbityZ+nsiY5Ex4yi0nRGjoVn0puJ/Xjul/mWQCZWkhIrPF/VT6VLsTp93e0IjJzm2hH Et7K0uHzLNONmISjYEf/HlZdI8q/pe1b87r9Su8ziKcATHcAo+XEANbqEODeAg4Rle4c15dF6 cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8weXBY+l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="abXNIu4q9DzC8zO IQv/jvyURZfA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EUpePFYwdZCG8pmO22Xbj ZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYkUhjzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpol TzbHBYxnrVsgMSqGwQYIkthKNLAolPoSjm6n/8ITaiFjd0zjBIGIDJfqCM7JSq0NDJHbldcsV r+rN4C4TPycVyFHvlr86vZinESrikhnT9r2EgoxpElzipNRJDSaMj9gA25YqFqEJstm9E/fEK j23H2tbityZ+nsiY5Ex4yi0nRGjoVn0puJ/Xjul/mWQCZWkhIrPF/VT6VLsTp93e0IjJzm2hH Et7K0uHzLNONmISjYEf/HlZdI8q/pe1b87r9Su8ziKcATHcAo+XEANbqEODeAg4Rle4c15dF6 cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8weXBY+l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="abXNIu4q9DzC8zO IQv/jvyURZfA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6EUpePFYwdZCG8pmO22Xbj ZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYkUhjzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpol TzbHBYxnrVsgMSqGwQYIkthKNLAolPoSjm6n/8ITaiFjd0zjBIGIDJfqCM7JSq0NDJHbldcsV r+rN4C4TPycVyFHvlr86vZinESrikhnT9r2EgoxpElzipNRJDSaMj9gA25YqFqEJstm9E/fEK j23H2tbityZ+nsiY5Ex4yi0nRGjoVn0puJ/Xjul/mWQCZWkhIrPF/VT6VLsTp93e0IjJzm2hH Et7K0uHzLNONmISjYEf/HlZdI8q/pe1b87r9Su8ziKcATHcAo+XEANbqEODeAg4Rle4c15dF6 cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8weXBY+l</latexit>
✓ = ⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="jhdJes85haSN/Q7fGmHFMLuo5RU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS8OKxgq3FJpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbZNkmvEWS2SiOyE1XArFWyhQ8k6qOY1DyR/C0c3 Uf3ji2ohE3eM45UFMB0pEglG00qOPQ470yk9Fr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+uX3E5bFXCGT1Jiu56YY5FSjYJJPKn5meErZiA5411JFY26CfHbxhJxYpU+iRNtSSGbq74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZtGbi v953QyjyyAXKs2QKzZfFGWSYEKm75O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNqSKDcFbfHmZtM/qnlv37s5rjesijjIcwTGcggcX0IBbaEILGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/cyOQvg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="jhdJes85haSN/Q7fGmHFMLuo5RU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS8OKxgq3FJpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbZNkmvEWS2SiOyE1XArFWyhQ8k6qOY1DyR/C0c3 Uf3ji2ohE3eM45UFMB0pEglG00qOPQ470yk9Fr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+uX3E5bFXCGT1Jiu56YY5FSjYJJPKn5meErZiA5411JFY26CfHbxhJxYpU+iRNtSSGbq74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZtGbi v953QyjyyAXKs2QKzZfFGWSYEKm75O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNqSKDcFbfHmZtM/qnlv37s5rjesijjIcwTGcggcX0IBbaEILGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/cyOQvg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="jhdJes85haSN/Q7fGmHFMLuo5RU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS8OKxgq3FJpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbZNkmvEWS2SiOyE1XArFWyhQ8k6qOY1DyR/C0c3 Uf3ji2ohE3eM45UFMB0pEglG00qOPQ470yk9Fr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+uX3E5bFXCGT1Jiu56YY5FSjYJJPKn5meErZiA5411JFY26CfHbxhJxYpU+iRNtSSGbq74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZtGbi v953QyjyyAXKs2QKzZfFGWSYEKm75O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNqSKDcFbfHmZtM/qnlv37s5rjesijjIcwTGcggcX0IBbaEILGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/cyOQvg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="jhdJes85haSN/Q7fGmHFMLuo5RU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS8OKxgq3FJpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbZNkmvEWS2SiOyE1XArFWyhQ8k6qOY1DyR/C0c3 Uf3ji2ohE3eM45UFMB0pEglG00qOPQ470yk9Fr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+uX3E5bFXCGT1Jiu56YY5FSjYJJPKn5meErZiA5411JFY26CfHbxhJxYpU+iRNtSSGbq74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZtGbi v953QyjyyAXKs2QKzZfFGWSYEKm75O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNqSKDcFbfHmZtM/qnlv37s5rjesijjIcwTGcggcX0IBbaEILGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/cyOQvg==</latex it>
(a) (b)
[0, 1]
<latexit sha1_base64="EiVntw3GiQvIIOl Qs0MtBvQDOLs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtIu3W zC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9P2jr JFEOfJSJR3ZBqFFyib7gR2E0V0jgU2Aknd3O/84RK80Q+mmmKQUxHkkecUWMlv+deecGgWnPr 7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLItRGiao1j3PTU2QU2U4Ezir9DONKWUTOsKepZLGqIN8ceyMXFhlS KJE2ZKGLNTfEzmNtZ7Goe2MqRnrVW8u/uf1MhPdBjmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+ORlyhcyIqSWUKW 5vJWxMFWXG5lOxIXirL6+T9nXdc+veQ6PWbBRxlOEMzuESPLiBJtxDC3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+5 8LFtLTjFzCn/gfP4ArvaN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiVntw3GiQvIIOl Qs0MtBvQDOLs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtIu3W zC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9P2jr JFEOfJSJR3ZBqFFyib7gR2E0V0jgU2Aknd3O/84RK80Q+mmmKQUxHkkecUWMlv+deecGgWnPr 7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLItRGiao1j3PTU2QU2U4Ezir9DONKWUTOsKepZLGqIN8ceyMXFhlS KJE2ZKGLNTfEzmNtZ7Goe2MqRnrVW8u/uf1MhPdBjmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+ORlyhcyIqSWUKW 5vJWxMFWXG5lOxIXirL6+T9nXdc+veQ6PWbBRxlOEMzuESPLiBJtxDC3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+5 8LFtLTjFzCn/gfP4ArvaN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiVntw3GiQvIIOl Qs0MtBvQDOLs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtIu3W zC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9P2jr JFEOfJSJR3ZBqFFyib7gR2E0V0jgU2Aknd3O/84RK80Q+mmmKQUxHkkecUWMlv+deecGgWnPr 7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLItRGiao1j3PTU2QU2U4Ezir9DONKWUTOsKepZLGqIN8ceyMXFhlS KJE2ZKGLNTfEzmNtZ7Goe2MqRnrVW8u/uf1MhPdBjmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+ORlyhcyIqSWUKW 5vJWxMFWXG5lOxIXirL6+T9nXdc+veQ6PWbBRxlOEMzuESPLiBJtxDC3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+5 8LFtLTjFzCn/gfP4ArvaN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiVntw3GiQvIIOl Qs0MtBvQDOLs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePFYwbSFNpTNdtIu3W zC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9P2jr JFEOfJSJR3ZBqFFyib7gR2E0V0jgU2Aknd3O/84RK80Q+mmmKQUxHkkecUWMlv+deecGgWnPr 7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLItRGiao1j3PTU2QU2U4Ezir9DONKWUTOsKepZLGqIN8ceyMXFhlS KJE2ZKGLNTfEzmNtZ7Goe2MqRnrVW8u/uf1MhPdBjmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+ORlyhcyIqSWUKW 5vJWxMFWXG5lOxIXirL6+T9nXdc+veQ6PWbBRxlOEMzuESPLiBJtxDC3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+5 8LFtLTjFzCn/gfP4ArvaN4w==</latexit>
[2, 1]
<latexit sha1_base64="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIeC148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCtg0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7d zv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjwSLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJngEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHCs9TQObWeMzVivenPxP 89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBdFKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJINwVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4BqacActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84nz8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIeC148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCtg0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7d zv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjwSLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJngEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHCs9TQObWeMzVivenPxP 89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBdFKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJINwVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4BqacActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84nz8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIeC148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCtg0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7d zv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjwSLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJngEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHCs9TQObWeMzVivenPxP 89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBdFKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJINwVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4BqacActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84nz8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX 7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIeC148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCtg0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7d zv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjwSLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJngEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHCs9TQObWeMzVivenPxP 89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBdFKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJINwVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4BqacActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84nz8cRo4c</latexit>
[2, 1]
<latexit sha1_base6 4="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAA B7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIe C148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/ x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2 zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCt g0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7dzv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjw SLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8 pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJn gEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHC s9TQObWeMzVivenPxP89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBd FKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJIN wVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4Bqa cActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84n z8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAA B7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIe C148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/ x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2 zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCt g0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7dzv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjw SLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8 pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJn gEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHC s9TQObWeMzVivenPxP89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBd FKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJIN wVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4Bqa cActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84n z8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAA B7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIe C148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/ x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2 zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCt g0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7dzv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjw SLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8 pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJn gEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHC s9TQObWeMzVivenPxP89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBd FKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJIN wVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4Bqa cActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84n z8cRo4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="ihddQ3y+WxhFdoNM/cIiU53UtUM=">AAA B7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tOrRS7AIHrTsloIe C148VrAfsF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/ x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XYKG5tb2 zvF3dLe/sFhuXJ03NEyVYS2ieRS9UKsKWeCt g0znPYSRXEcctoNJ7dzv/tElWZSPJhpQoMYjw SLGMHGSh2/fnnlBYNK1a25C6B14uWkCjlag8 pXfyhJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6azUTzVNMJn gEfUtFTimOsgW187QuVWGKJLKljBoof6eyHC s9TQObWeMzVivenPxP89PTXQTZEwkqaGCLBd FKUdGovnraMgUJYZPLcFEMXsrImOsMDE2oJIN wVt9eZ106jXPrXn3jWqzkcdRhFM4gwvw4Bqa cActaAOBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwB84n z8cRo4c</latexit>
[0, 1]
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Figure 4. Massive case: (a) 5-brane configuration for Sp(2)0 + 1AS. (b) 5-brane configuration for
Sp(2)pi + 1AS. The 5-brane diagrams in the bottom are obtained after pulling out 7-branes from
5-brane loops and performing SL(2,Z) transformations.
a SU(2)×SU(4)×SU(6)×SU(4)×SU(2) quiver theory. Likewise, 5d Sp(N)0 theory with
an antisymmetric can be obtained from a Higgsing of a SU(2)× SU(4)× · · · × SU(2N)×
· · · × SU(4)× SU(2) quiver theory.
3 Topological vertex and T2-tuning
In this section, we set up our convention and very briefly review the refined topological
vertex formalism, which enables one to compute the Nekrasov partition function for 5dN =
1 gauge theories, via geometric engineering [13, 17]. We also discuss Higgsing procedures
associated Sp(2) gauge theories with antisymmetric matter. Our convention closely follows
that used in [55].
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Sp(2) + 1AS+ 3F
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Sp(2) + 1AS+ 2F
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Figure 5. Some representative examples of 5-brane webs Sp(N) gauge theories with one antisym-
metry hypermultiplet and flavors, which are also considered in section 4.
Figure 6. A 5-brane web diagram for 5d SU(2) × SU(4) × SU(2) quiver gauge theory and its
Higgsed diagram giving rise to a 5-brane web for 5d Sp(N)0 + 1AS.
3.1 Brief review of topological vertex
5d N = 1 gauge theory in a general Ω-background can be engineered by some local toric
Calabi-Yau threefold [13]. It is also described by Type IIB 5-brane web diagrams. Through
various dualities, such 5-brane webs are equivalent to toric diagrams for local Calabi-Yau










  = Cµ⌫T (t, q)= Cµ⌫ (t, q)
Figure 7. Vertex factor assignment. The direction of the arrow on the edges can be chosen
arbitrary, and the associated Young diagrams get transposed when the arrow is flopped. Here q, t



















Figure 8. The left figure is for non-preferred edges and the second for preferred edges. The colors
of letters do not matter, as the bule framing number a∧ b equals to red a∧ b, and bule c∧ d equals
to red c ∧ d.
string partition function. In what follows, we may use 5-brane webs and toric diagrams in
an interchangeable way.
In the topological vertex utilizing toric diagrams, one chooses preferred direction de-
noted by ||, assign Young diagram (µ, ν, · · · ) and Ka¨hler parameter Q• to edges, and the
vertex factor to vertices, and then glue and perform the Young diagrams to get the topo-








The assignment of the vertex factor and the edge factor is illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure
8. With the Ω deformation parameters q = e−2 , t = e1 , the vertex factor is defined as
























and sλ/η are skew Schur functions. The edge factor is defined as
f•ν (t, q)
framing num.Lν(Q) , (3.4)
with









fpν (t, q), Lν(Q) := (−Q)|ν| , (3.5)
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where fp(t, q) is for the edges along the preferred direction and f(t, q) for other edges for
non-preferred directions.
After summing over Young diagrams along non-preferred directions by Cauchy identi-
ties (A.1)-(A.2), topological string partition function (3.1) generically takes the following
form
Ztop(Qi, t, q) = Z
M · Zsum , (3.6)




M(Qj , t, q)
, (3.7)
with




and Zsum is the terms which contain the Young diagram sum along the preferred directions,
















||Z˜µ(t, q)||2 :=Z˜µT (t, q)Z˜µ(q, t) , (3.10)
Nµν(Q; t, q) :=
∞∏
i,j=1
1−Q qνi−j tµTj −i+1
1−Q q−j t−i+1 , (3.11)
and with some useful short hand notations
Nhalf,−
νT




, t, q) , (3.12)




, t, q) . (3.13)
One can also think of ZM as the overall factor multiplied to the terms which have the
Young diagram sum. In other words, ZM is the term that is obtained by setting the Young
diagrams along the preferred directions to ∅, or Ztop|µi=∅.
3.2 T2-diagram and T2-tuning
As an instructive example, the 5-brane web or toric diagram for 5d T2-theory is depicted
in Figure 9. The topological string partition function for the T2-theory is straightforward
to compute and is given by
ZtopT2 (Q1, Q2, Q3; t, q) = Z
M









Figure 9. A T2-diagram. The preferred directions are denoted by || along the horizontal edges. Qi
are the Ka¨hler parameters assigned to the internal edges, ν is the Young diagram along the edge
























q , t, q)M(Q2
√
t
q , t, q)
M(Q1Q2, q, t)
. (3.15)





















q , t, q)M(Q1Q2Q3
√
t
q , t, q)







q , t, q)M(Q2
√
t
q , t, q)M(Q3
√
t
q , t, q)M(Q1Q2Q3
√
t
q , t, q)
M(Q1Q3, t, q)M(Q2Q3, q, t)M(Q1Q2, q, t)
. (3.17)
We note that the partition function ZtopT2 is SL(2,Z) invariant; hence T2-diagrams with
different preferred directions in Figure 10 have the same partition function.
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q qq q q q
t
t
Figure 11. Four possible Higgsed T2-diagram. Each jump on T2-diagram denotes a particular
tuning of the Ka¨hler parameters for Higgsing.
As discussed in section 2, 5d Sp(2) gauge theories with an antisymmetric hypermulti-
plet can be obtained by Higgsing a quiver gauge theory. The Higgsing here is locally the
Higgsing of T2-diagram which serves as building blocks. When the preferred direction is
chosen, there are four possible Higgsings on a T2-diagram. For convenience, we call them
Case A, B, C and Case D as shown in Figure 11. In particular, Case D is a typical
configuration when flavors are added. With the assignment of Ka¨hler parameters in Figure
9, Case A is achieved by tuning the Ka¨hler parameters Q1, Q2 to a special value, Case B
is by tuning Q1, Q3, and Case C by tuning Q2, Q3. Case D requires tuning of all three
Ka¨hler parameters Q1, Q2, Q3.
This Higgsing procedure corresponds to certain geometric transitions [36–39], and the







We found the suitable choices for tuning Ka¨hler parameters that reproduce the partition
functions for 5d Sp(N) + 1AS +NfF:















Case D: Q1 = Q2 = Q3 ,
(3.18)
which is consistent with the result obtained from the AHDM method. Here, for Case A,






q is allowed and leads to the same result. As
5-brane configuration in Case D needs to be glued to either of Case A, B, C Higgsed
diagrams, the tuning of Ka¨hler parameter for Case D is the same as the value of Ka¨hler
parameter for the Higgsed diagram to which Case D is connected. As we will frequently
refer to when we compute the partition function in the next section, we call these special
tunings of Ka¨hler parameters (3.18) collectively “T2-tuning”. A pictorial version of the
T2-tuning is presented in Figure 12.
We remark that the Young diagram sum part of the partition function, ZnumT2 should
be trivial for the Higgsed T2-diagrams depicted in Figure 11, and indeed T2-tuning satisfies
ZsumT2
∣∣
Case A, B, C, D
































Figure 13. The unHiggsed diagram in unrefined limits reproduce jumps. For the left diagram,
there is constraint µ<α, while in unrefined limit, µ = α.
When applying the T2-tuning to the partition function computations, we found the





; t−1, q−1) =
{
1 ν = ∅







; t−1, q−1) =
{
1 ν = ∅
0 ν 6= ∅ ,
(3.20)
and many simplifications take place due to the following relations
Nµα(1; t
−1, q−1) 6= 0, only if µ<α, Nµα( t
q
; t−1, q−1) 6= 0, only if µ 4 α. (3.21)
It follows that in the unrefined limit t = q, as illustrated in Figure 13, (3.21) becomes
Nµα(1; t
−1, t−1) 6= 0, only if µ = α , (3.22)
and thus further simplifies Zsum so that the partition functions for 5d Sp(2) theories with
one massless antisymmetric hypermultiplet, is written as a product of two Sp(1) theories
[56].
In summary, 5-brane web diagrams for 5d Sp(2)+1AS+1F, which can be understood as
a Higgsed web diagram of a 5-brane web for the quiver gauge theory discussed in section 2.
To compute topological string partition function, we consider the corresponding unHiggsed




















































Figure 14. UnHiggsing procedure for 5-brane web for Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F. Following T2-tuning












Figure 15. Auxiliary lines (in red) and instanton fugacity which are projected lines when all edged
are Higgsed. The instanton fugacity u is then obtained via the conventional way as Lup×Ldown = u2.
Higgsing on the unHiggsed 5-brane web diagrams by tuning Ka¨hler parameters via T2-
tuning (3.18), which yields that the topological string partition function as a Young diagram
sum over the preferred directions Ztop = ZM Zsum. Finally, by properly identifying Ka¨hler
parameters with 5d gauge theory parameters, we obtain the Nekrasov partition function as
an expansion of the instanton fugacity. In Figure 14, we depict this procedure of unHiggsing
and T2-tuning for a typical 5-brane web of Sp(2) gauge theory with one antisymmetric
hypermultiplet and one flavor (Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F). We note that one can easily associate
Ka¨hler parameters with gauge theory parameters by introducing auxiliary lines which are
projected lines when an unHiggsed diagram is Higgsed back. For instance, the instanton
fugacity for Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F is obtained in the conventional way as Lup × Ldown = u2,
as illustrated in Figure 15.
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4 Partition functions
In this section, we perform the topological vertex method to get the refined Nekrasov
partition function for Sp(2) theory with one antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf flavors
(Sp(2) + 1AS + NfF). As the corresponding 5-brane web diagrams are of non-toric, we
properly apply the unHiggsing and T2-tuning procedure discussed in section 3.
Recall that the topological string partition function obtained through topological ver-
tex factorizes into the perturbative part, ZM , written in terms of M(Q•, t, q), and the
summation part, Zsum, summing over Young diagrams along preferred edges
Ztop. = ZM · Zsum , (4.1)
where each term contains a part of field theory perturbative contribution or instanton
(non-perturbative) contribution in general
ZM = Zpert-I(Ai, yi) · Znonpert-I(Ai, yi, u) , (4.2)
Zsum = Z pert-II(Ai, yi) · Znonpert-II(Ai, yi, u) . (4.3)
Here u is instanton fugacity, Ai Coulomb branch parameters and yi fugacity for hyper-
multiplet fields. Nekrasov partition function ZNek is then obtained as topological string
partition function Ztop divided by the extra factor Zextra that does not explicitly depend on
the Coulomb branch parameters Ai. The resulting Nekrasov partition function factorizes




= Zpert(Ai, yi) · Zinstanton(Ai, yi, u) . (4.4)
By factorizing the extra part,
Zextra = Zpert extra(yi) · Zinst extra(yi, u) , (4.5)




















where Zk(Ai, yi) is the k-instanton partition function. Typically, it is computationally
demanding to find higher-instanton partition functions. Here we also present the results
up to two instanton order.
We note that, for a given number of flavors, one can have various 5-brane web configu-




Figure 16. A 5-brane web diagram for Sp(2)0 + 1AS. The Ka¨hler parameter Q8 assigned on an
edge with the Young diagram α8 is the mass fugacity for the antisymmetric hypermultiplet.
vertex method hence may give seeming different partition functions. The partition func-
tions are however related by extra factors. After removing such extra factors, one obtains
the unique Nekrasov partition function for the gauge theory. One can therefore choose
a representative 5-brane configuration for Sp(N) + 1AS + NfF and compute the refined
partition function as an expansion of the instanton fugacity. Here, we however, consider
only Sp(2) + 1AS + NfF (Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and Sp(3) + 1AS as the partition functions
for higher ranks or higher number of flavors takes a lot of time.
4.1 Sp(2)0 + 1AS
As depicted in Figure 16, the 5-brane web for Sp(2)0 + 1AS has three jumps associated
with Higgsing of the external edges. There are also two edges that are not Higgsed, which
are responsible for the mass of the hypermultiplet in the antisymmetric representation,
given as the separation between these two edges.
The 5-brane web can be obtained by Higgsing of a 5-brane web of a SU(2)× SU(4)×
SU(2) quiver gauge theory depicted in Figure 17.
On each edge of the unHiggsed web diagram in Figure 17, we assigned the Young
diagrams αi and the Ka¨hler parameters Qi = e
−iLi where Li is the length of the corre-
sponding edge. It is easy to see that not all Ka¨hler parameters are independent. With the
convention that
Qi,i,···l := QiQj · · ·Ql, (4.8)
we denote ten independent Ka¨hler parameters by Qi (i = 1, · · · , 6, 8, k4, F,B). Then other



























To obtain the Nekrasov partition function for Sp(2)0 +1AS, one first needs to properly
tune the Ka¨hler parameters associated with the external edges, which reduces unHiggsed













































Figure 17. An unHiggsed diagram for Sp(2) + 1AS, which is 5-brane web for an SU(2)×SU(4)×
SU(2) quiver gauge theory. By Higgsing or tuning the Ka¨hler parameters associated with external
edges, one reproduces the 5-brane web given in Figure 16.
the T2-tuning in section 3, we found that the correct tuning of the Ka¨hler parameters is
given by









which correspond to two Case B and one Case C. Next, the gauge theory parameters,
two Coulomb branch parameters A1, A2, the instanton fugacity u, and the mass fugacity





, QB = u A2
2. (4.11)

















Z[ν1, v2, v3, v4;α1, α4, α5, α8] , (4.13)
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with short hand notation


























































































































































































where we used a shorthand notation N••(Q) for N••(Q; t−1, q−1), and it follows from





in the last line satisfy
ν4<α1, ν4<α4, ν3<α5.
Perturbative contribution. With these assignments of Ka¨hler parameters, we can ex-




· ZsumSp(2)0+1AS , (4.15)
















q , t, q)
M(A1











Here we neglected unimportant factors like M(1, t, q) on the right hand side of (4.16). We
note that in general ZM contains terms depending on the instanton fugacity u, but in this
case, ZM is independent of u. We found in fact that Znonpert-I = 1 even with flavors up
to Nf = 3.
The perturbative contribution from the summation part of partition function is also




Z[∅, ∅, ∅, ∅;α1, α4, α5, α8], (4.18)



































































where we reorganized M(•, t, q) to express Zpert-II as a compact form. We note that even
though we add flavors, Zpert-II is unaltered at least for Nf ≤ 4. Taking into account the
extra factor associated with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet, stringy contribution from






One obtains from (4.6) that the full perturbative part of the partition function is expressed
as
ZpertSp(2)0+1AS =
























q , t, q
)
















































which exactly agrees with the result obtained from the localization computation (B.1).
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q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 [Q8]
)
(1− q)2(1− t)2 A1A2
+O(A11;A21) ,




−1. From here on, we use simpler notation χSU(2)n = χ
SU(2)
n [Q8].
Instanton contribution. The instanton contribution is obtained from (4.7). For n-
instanton partition function Zn, one restricts to the power of the instanton fugacity to be
n, in other words, u|ν1|+|ν2|+|ν3|+|ν4| = un. As Znonpert-I(u,Ai, yi) = 1, the one-instanton







Z[ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4, α1, α4, α5, α8]
Zpert-II
, (4.23)
which actually is already quite lengthy if one sums over the contributions of |α1|+ |α4|+
|α5|+ |α8| 6 6. Since (3.21) leads to constraints α1, α4 4 ν4 and α5 4 ν3, and other terms
do not satisfy this constraints just equals to zero, Z1 can be further simplified
Z1 · Zpert-II = (4.24)∑
α8
Z[{1}, ∅, ∅, ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν1,ν2,ν3,ν4
; ∅, ∅, ∅, α8︸ ︷︷ ︸
α1,α4,α5,α8
] + Z[∅, {1}, ∅, ∅; ∅, ∅, ∅, α8] + Z[∅, ∅, {1}, ∅; ∅, ∅, ∅, α8]
+ Z[∅, ∅, {1}, ∅; ∅, ∅, {1}, α8] + Z[∅, ∅, ∅, {1}; ∅, ∅, ∅, α8] + Z[∅, ∅, ∅, {1}; ∅, {1}, ∅, α8]
+ Z[∅, ∅, ∅, {1}; {1}, ∅, ∅, α8] + Z[∅, ∅, ∅, {1}; {1}, {1}, ∅, α8] ,
where {1} stands for Young diagram . By expanding (4.23) with respect to the Coulomb









(1− q)(1− t) A2A1
+
(q2 + qt+ t2)(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )
















(q2 + qt+ t2)2(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )




1 +O(A41;A42) , (4.25)
where χ
SU(2)
n are the characters associated with the fugacity of the antisymmetric matter
in the n-dimensional representation.
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We now compare the one-instanton contribution with the known result, which we







2 sinhm±α12 2 sinh
m±α2
2 − 2 sinh±α1++2 2 sinh±α2++2








2 coshm±α12 2 cosh
m±α2
2 − 2 cosh±α1++2 2 cosh±α2++2








With the identification A1 := e
α1 , A2 := e
α2 , Q8 := e
m with m being the mass for
the antisymmetric hypermultiplet and the Omega deformation parameters q = e−2 , t =
e1 , ± = 1±22 . The expansion of (4.26) in terms of A1, A2 agrees with our result (4.25).





ν1,ν2,ν3,ν4∈{ , , , ∅}
|ν1|+|ν2|+|ν3|+|ν4|=2
Z[ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4;α1, α4, α5, α8]
Zpert-II
, (4.27)
which can also be reduced by constraints α1, α4 4 ν4 and α5 4 ν3. With the assignment of
Ka¨hler parameters in terms of (Ai, u, yi), two-instanton contribution can be expanded as
Z2 =
(q + t)(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )












qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + 2(q + t)(1 + qt) + 3qt+ q
2 + t2
)









2 + 1 +Q8
−2.
Enhancement of global symmetry. As Sp(2) + 1AS is rank 2 E1 theory, its global
symmetry is enhanced to SU(2) at the UV fixed point which was explicitly shown through
superconformal index computation [48]. At the level of partition function, the enhance-
ment of global symmetry can also be shown by taking into account the fiber-base duality.
Following [47], we redefine the Coulomb branch parameters
A˜1 = A1u
1
4 , A˜2 = A2u
1
4 , (4.29)
to make the fiber-base duality manifest
u↔ u−1, QB ↔ QF , Q8 ↔ Q8. (4.30)


















































1 1 1 1
Figure 18. An unHiggsed 5-brane web diagram for Sp(2)pi + 1AS. The numbers in red denote
framing numbers associated with edges.
where χ[u˜, y˜i] is some characters for the enhanced global symmetry written in terms of the
redefined fugacities of instanton and hypermultiplets. For Sp(2) + 1AS, we indeed find
that (4.31) is expressed in terms of the characters of the enhanced SU(2) global symmetry,










(1 + qt)χ2[u](q + t−√qtχSU(2)3 )








qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + (q + t)(1 + qt) + qt
)








is the character of the enhanced SU(2) global symmetry, and
χ
SU(2)
n are the characters for the antisymmetric hypermultiplet. From (4.32), one sees the
enhancement of global symmetry is SU(2)u × SU(2)Q8 , as expected.
4.2 Sp(2)pi + 1AS
This theory is with a different discrete theta angle θ = pi as discussed in section 2. By read-




























By T2-tuning, the correct tuning for Ka¨hler parameter given is as follows















, Qb = u A2 . (4.35)
Straightforward computation shows Zpert-I, Zpert-II and thus the fully perturbative part
ZpertSp(2)pi+1AS are the same as that of Sp(2)0 + 1AS, while instanton contributions are
different.
Instanton contribution. To obtain the instanton contributions, the summation part of






ZsumSp(2)+1AS · termspi , (4.36)





















A1A2(A1 +A2) +O(A12;A22) . (4.37)
Similarly, the two instanton contribution can be obtained by (4.27) expanded as
Z2 =− qt(q + t)



















2 +O(A12;A22) , (4.38)
which also has this enhancement.
Degeneration to SU(2)pi. When the AS is massless, the partition function factorizes
at refined level
Z = Zinternal layer · Zoutside layer = ZSU(2)0,pi · ZSU(2)0,pi , (4.39)
which also implies the contribution of jumps cancels. With the help of T2-tuning, one can
check that Sp(N)0,pi + 1AS +NfF also enjoy this factorization.
The webs of Sp(2)0,pi + 1AS can degenerate to SU(2)0,pi by taking Coulumb branch
parameter A2 to infinity. In topological vertex, each internal edge is associated with factor
(−Q)|ν|, so if Q → 0, only ν = ∅ contributes 1. This degeneration was illustrated in
Figure 19. By keeping AS massless Q8 =
√
t
q and letting the Coulomb branch parameter
A2 →∞ namely Qk4 → 0, one get constraints ν3 = ∅, ν4 = ∅, α1 = ∅, α4 = ∅, α5 = ∅, α8 = ∅










Qk4 ! 0 '
Figure 19. A2 →∞ equals to Qk4 → 0. According to T2-tuning, each single T2-jumps on the four
corners of the middle diagram provides trivial contribution, namely 1, so Sp(2)pi + 1(massless)AS
reduces to SU(2)pi.
Figure 20. Some equivalent webs for Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F
2. Hence, ZSU(2)pi → 1 and Z → ZSU(2)pi . Through this degeneration, we reproduce the












2 ||Z˜ν1(t, q)||2 ||Z˜ν2(t, q)||2
× 1
Nν2,νT1







M(QF ; t, q)M(QF ; q, t)
, (4.40)
which is the same as the result in [17].
4.3 Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F
Three equivalent webs related through Hanany-Witten moves were depicted in Figure 20.
We choose the first web in Figure 20 for computation as it shows fiber-base duality. Its
unHiggsed diagram is depicted in Figure 21. The relations between Ka¨hler parameters are




















































































Following T2-tuning, we assign values to tunned Ka¨hler parameters













which corresponds to two Case B, one Case C, and one Case D. Next, we apply the
conventional method on auxiliary lines to find the relations between Ka¨hler parameters
and instanton fugacity u. By conventional method, Lup and Ldown can be read off from


















Hence, in order to reproduce Nekrasov partition function, independent Ka¨hler parameters














where y1 = e
−im1 and m1 is the mass of the flavor.
In this case, Case D comes from adding flavor F and leads to geometric transition













Z[ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4, ∅;α1, α4, α5, α8]




























where ZsumSp(2)+1AS is defined in (4.14).
Perturbative contribution. We find the fundamental hypermultiplet does not alter






































which is equal to the contribution of flavor F to perturbative part from localization com-




= ZpertSp(2)+1AS · ZpertF (Qm1) , (4.47)
which exactly agrees with localization computation (B.1). With proper normalization, the

































qt(1 + qt)− (q + t)(q2 + t2 − q2t2 − 1))









3 [y1] = y
2








Instanton contribution. The instanton contribution is obtained from (4.7). As Znonpert-I =







Z[ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4, ∅;α1, α4, α5, α8]
Zpert-II
. (4.48)
By expanding it with respect to Coulomb branch parameters, we obtain
Z1 =
−√qt√y1
(1− q)(1− t)(A2 +A1) +
q + t







(1− q)(1− t)√y1 A2A1 −
(q + t)(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )
√
y1






(q + t)2(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )




1 +O(A31;A32) , (4.49)
which equals to the localization result (B.5) with Nf = 1 and y1 := e
m1 , Q8 := e
m.





ν1,ν2,ν3,ν4∈{ , , , ∅}
|ν1|+|ν2|+|ν3|+|ν4|=2
Z[ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4, ∅;α1, α4, α5, α8]
Zpert-II
, (4.50)
which can be expanded in terms of A1, A2
Z2 =
qt(q + t)y1






(1− q)2(1− t)2A1A2 (4.51)
− 2
√
qt(q + t)− qtχSU(2)2





Enhancement of global symmetry. Nekrasov partition functions of Sp(2)0 + 1AS +
NfF enjoy global symmetry enhancement with properly shifting of parameters (Ai, u, yi).
With the help of fiber-base duality, this shift can be fund. The exchanging symmetry
between A1, A2 preserves, so following the argument in paper [47], we shift
A˜1 = A1u
2
7 , A˜2 = A2u
2
7 . (4.52)
According to the webs in Figure 21, the global symmetry of Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F is supposed
to be G = SU(2)Q8 ×E1 = SU(2)Q8 × SU(2)× U(1). We define two new fugacities u1, u2
for SU(2)u1 × U(1)u2 respectively. The fiber-base duality
QB ↔ QF , Q8 ↔ Q8, Qm1 ↔ Qm1 , (4.53)
through shifts, becomes
















Figure 22. SU(2)0 + 1F and SU(2)pi + 1F are equivalent via two flops.























This relations are similar to relations for SU(2) + 1F in paper [47]. Once again, we note
that Sp(2) + 1AS + NfF is similar to SU(2) + NfF. We indeed find shifted partition




































−√qtχSU(2)2 + 1 + qt
)








qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + (q + t)(1 + qt) + qt
)






2 [u1] = u1 + u
−1
1 .
Sp(2)pi + 1AS + 1F Just like the fact that SU(2)0 + 1F and SU(2)pi + 1F are equivalent
up to flops, there is equivalence
Sp(2)0 + 1AS + 1F w Sp(2)pi + 1AS + 1F , (4.57)
related through flops. By taking the mass of 1F to infinity to decouple flavor, one can
obtain Sp(2)0 + 1AS and Sp(2)pi + 1AS respectively. Similar to the flops illustrated in
Figure 22, Ka¨hler parameters of Sp(2)0 + 1AS + 1F and of Sp(2)pi + AS + 1F are related
through transformation3
QF → QF , Qk4 → Qk4, QB → Q8QbQFQk4Qm3 , Qm1 → (Q82QFQk4Qm3)−1 . (4.58)

































Figure 23. The unHiggsed diagram for Sp(2)pi+1AS+1F, with framing numbers in red assigned.
Following T2-tuning in section 3, we find the correct tuned Ka¨hler parameters for the
unHiggsed diagram of sp(2)pi + 1AS + 1F depicted in Figure 23 are given as follows





















where y3 = e
−im3 .
We find the perturbative part is equal to (4.47). One-instanton contribution obtained
































(1− q)(1− t)qt A1
2A2
2 +O(A1, A2) , (4.61)
which equals to (4.49) as expected. Two-instanton contribution was checked to agree with
(4.51). The topological string partition functions between Sp(2)0,pi + 1AS + 1F are equal
through transformation (4.58). By taking the mass m3 for flavor to infinity to decouple




Figure 24. Some equivalent webs related through Hanany-Witten moves for Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F.
4.4 Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F
For Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F, there are many equivalent web configurations related through
Hanany-Witten moves, as depicted in Figure 24. We use the first webs in Figure 24 to
perform computation, as it shows fiber-base duality. The Nekrasov partition functions of
































We checked (4.62) up to two-instanton contributions for webs in Figure 24.
We choose the first webs in Figure 24 is simple for computation, as it contains no extra
factor other than ZextraQ8 . For its unHiggsed diagram depicted in Figure 25, the associated
tunned Ka¨hler parameters are given by:



























Similar to Sp(2)0 +1AS+1F, geometric transition relevant terms (3.20) caused by tunned
parameters (4.63) give rise to constraints ν6 = ∅ and ν7 = ∅. Hence the summation part





































































Figure 25. The unHiggsed diagram for Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F\\.































2 [y2] + χ
SU(2)
2 [y3])


















8 + 1 +Q
−2
8 .
Instanton contributions. One-instanton contribution can be expanded
Z1 =
−√qt









(1− q)(1− t) χ2[y23]A1A2 −
(q + t)(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )






(q + t)2(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )





where we define χ2[y·] =
√
y· + 1√y· , y23 := y2y3, y2/3 :=
y2
y3
. To match one-instanton
contribution with localization result when Nf = 2, we define y2 = e
m2 , y3 = e
m3 , Q8 =
em, A1 = e
α1 , A2 = e
α2 for (B.5).
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Similarly, two-instanton contribution can be obtained and expanded as
Z2 =
qt(1 + qt+ (q + t))(1 + χ2[y2/3])









qt(q + t)− qtχSU(2)2




1) +O(A21, A22), (4.67)
where χ2[y·] = y· + 1y· .
Enhancement of global symmetry. The enhancement makes Nekrasov partition func-
tion able to be written in terms of characters of global symmetry group and shifted pa-
rameters. Following paper [47], we shift Coulomb branch parameters by
A˜1 = A1u
1
3 , A˜2 = A2u
1
3 . (4.68)
The global symmetry of Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F shoud be G = SU(2)Q8 × E3 = SU(2)Q8 ×
SU(2)u˜×SU(3)y˜1,y˜2,y˜3 . We define new fugacities u˜ for SU(2)u˜ and y˜1, y˜2, y˜3 for SU(3)y˜1,y˜2,y˜3
4 respectively. The fiber-base duality for the diagram in Figure 25 is given by
QB ↔ QF , Q8 ↔ Q8, Qm2 ↔ Qm3 (4.69)
which by new parameters (A˜i, u˜, y˜i) can be chosen as
u˜↔ u˜−1, y˜1 ↔ y˜2, y˜3 ↔ y˜3, A˜1 ↔ A˜1, A˜2 ↔ A˜2 . (4.70)
Then reparameterization is given by
A1 = A˜1
√
y˜2 y˜3, A2 = A˜2
√















By taking new parameters (4.71) into Normalized Nekrasov partition function, we indeed





















−√qtχSU(2)2 + 1 + qt)
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qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + (q + t)(1 + qt) + qt
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3 [u˜] = u˜+ 1 + u˜
















Connected Case D. Case D could connect to other Case D by adding flavors or doing
Hanany-Witten moves. In the case Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F, one can produce such structure as
depicted in Figure 26. Similar to Sp(2)+1AS+1F case, tunned Ka¨hler parameters for Case
D should be determined by either of Case A, B, C connected. Finally, all tunned Ka¨hler
parameters on the upper half-plane were given the value
√
q
t and all tunned parameters
on the lower half-plane
√
t
q . Since Nekrasov partition function is invariant under Hanany-
Witten moves, one can check the equivalence of partition functions for different webs in
Figure 24. The associated gauge theory parameters for the unHiggsed diagram in Figure

















































where the instanton dependent extra terms can be extracted by expanding partition func-
tion and then picking up terms that break q, t-exchanging symmetry.
4.5 Sp(2) + 1AS + 3F
We choose the unHiggsed diagram depicted in Figure 27 for computation. The tunned
Ka¨hler parameters are given by
































where yi = e
−imi . Similar to Sp(2)0 + 1AS + NfF(Nf = 1, 2), (3.20) caused by tunned













































Figure 26. The unHiggsed diagram for Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F=//.






























































































Figure 27. The unHiggsed diagram for Sp(2) + 1AS + 3F.
The extra factors are
Zextra =
1
M(Q44Qm1Qm3Qf1Qf2 , t, q)M(Q44Qm1Qm3 , t, q)
·
1

















Perturbative contribution. We obtain perturbative part
ZpertSp(2)+1AS+3F =
Zpert-I · Zpert-II




ZpertF (Qmi) , (4.76)
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(q + t)(q + t+ qt+ 1) + qt(2χ
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15 [y]− χSU(3)6 [y]
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qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + (q + t)(1 + qt) + qt
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(1− q)(1− t) χ
SU(4)
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(1− q)(1− t)√qt χ
SU(4)
4 [y]
× (A22A1 +A1A22) +
(q + t)2(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )























































Z1 agrees with the localization result in appendix (B.5) with Nf = 3 and we define y1 =
em1 , y3 = e
m3 , y2 = e
−m2 , Q8 = em, A1 = eα1 , A2 = eα2 for comparison.






































× (A22A1 +A2A21) +O(A21;A22),
5This definition of character is a bit strange, one can use LieART package in [57] to get characters in




, y1 → √y1y2y3 to get this definition.

























, i = 1, 2, 3 .
Enhancement of global symmetry Using the effective gauge coupling, we shift Coulumb
branch parameters by
A˜1 = A1 u
2
8−Nf = A1 u
2
5 , A˜2 = A2 u
2
8−Nf = A2 u
2
5 . (4.78)
The global symmetry of Sp(2) + 1AS + 3F shoud be G = SU(2)Q8 × E4 = SU(2)Q8 ×
SU(5)y˜i,i=1,··· ,5. We define new fugacities y˜1, · · · , y˜5 for E4 6. In this case, the fiber-base
duality is given by
QB ↔ QF , Q8 ↔ Q8, Qm2 ↔ Qm3 , Qm1 ↔ Qm1 . (4.79)
Then following the procedure in [47], we let fiber-base duality be
y˜1 ↔ y˜2, y˜3 ↔ y˜4, A˜1 ↔ A˜1, A˜2 ↔ A˜2 . (4.80)
We derive the relations from fiber-base duality
QF = A˜
2















Thus the reparameterization is given by
A1 = A˜1
√
y˜1, A2 = A˜2
√
y˜2, u = y˜
− 5
4













By expressing normalized Nekrasove partition function in terms of new parameters (A˜i, u˜, y˜i),






(1− q)(1− t)A˜2 +















(1− q)2(1− t)2 A˜1
+
(
(1 + q2t2)(q + t)− (q3 + t3))χE45 [y˜] + qt(1 + qt)χE445 [y˜] + qt(q + t)χE450 [y˜]










qt(1 + q)(1 + t)χ
SU(2)
2 + (q + t)(1 + qt) + qt
)











(1 + qt)2 + (q + t)(1− (q − t)2))χSU(2)2 + · · ·) χE410 [u˜]
(1− q)3(1− t)3(1 + q)(1 + t)
A˜21
A˜2
+O(A˜21; A˜22) , (4.83)
6 For E4 = SU(4), y˜1y˜2y˜3y˜4y˜5 = 1.
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· · · · · ·
T4-jump



































, i, j, k = 1, · · · , 5 .
4.6 Sp(2) + 1AS + 4F
Higgsed T4-diagram. The unHiggsed diagram depicted in Figure 29 is special, as it
contains a Higgsed T4-diagram, which consists of four Case Ds. The tunned Ka¨hler
parameters for its unHiggsed diagram are given as follows





























where yi = e
−imi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Just like Sp(2)0 + 1AS + NfF(Nf = 1, 2, 3), geometric
transitions related terms (3.20) caused by tuning Ka¨hler parameters give rise to constraints
7 At here we choose orthogonal basis by LieArt.
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where Zextra= is given by
Zextra= = Z
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qt(2χ
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(1 + qt)2 + (q + t)(1− (q − t)2))χSU(2)2 + · · ·) χSO(8)8v [y]






















+ yiyj , i = 1, · · · , 4.
8In orthogonal basis of LieART.
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Instanton contributions. For this diagram, ZM contains instanton dependent terms
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× (A22A1 +A1A22) +
(q + t)2(q + t−√qtχSU(2)2 )











































, i, j, k, l = 1, · · · , 4 . (4.91)
For comparing with localization result B.5 with Nf = 4, we define Q8 = e
m, A1 = e
α1 , A2 =
eα2 , yi = e
mi(i = 1, · · · , 4) for letting characters manifest.
Cross AS subweb. Actually, one can do Hanany-Witten move freely even cross the AS
sub-webs as depicted in Figure 30, but T2-tuning is still consistent and leads to correct
partition function. In this case the web contains three Case Bs, one Case C and three
Case Ds. In addition to the tunned Ka¨hler parameters (4.74) for Sp(2)+1AS+3F, there
are tunned Ka¨hler parameters associated with one additional Case B:





4.7 Sp(3) + 1AS
For higher rank theories, the computation becomes complicated. Before going to massive
AS cases, let us firstly discuss massless limit of AS with Q8 =
√
t
q . Then the partition
function factorizes
Z = Zfirst layer · Zsecond layer · Zthird layer (4.93)




















where we choose QF , QB, Qk4, Qh4 as independent parameters, so at massless limit the
diagram turns out to be isolated webs as depicted in Figure 32. Turning on the mass for
AS leads to the left web in Figure 33. The associated tunned Ka¨hler parameters to its
unHiggsed diagram are given by






















, QB = A2
2u . (4.95)



























































































































































































































































































































t , t, q
) . (4.99)
In order to match with localization computation in (B.1) when N = 3, one needs to permute
A1 → A2, A2 → A3, A3 → A1.











(1− q)(1− t) (A2A3 +A1A3 +A1A2)
+
(q + t)2(q + t− χSU(2)2 )














(q + t)(q2 + 3qt+ t2 − 2√qt(q + t)χSU(2)2 + qtχSU(2)3 )








(q + t)3(q2 + 3qt+ t2 − 2√qt(q + t)χSU(2)2 + qtχSU(2)3 )







which is equal to the localization result (B.5).
5 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we computed the Nekrasov partition function for 5d N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theo-
ries with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf ≤ 4 flavors using the refined topological
vertex method based on a 5-brane web diagram with non-zero mass of the antisymmet-
ric matter. The corresponding 5-brane web diagram has the jumps on (p, q)-plane (or
its dual diagram is generically non-toric), and can be regarded as a Higgsed 5-brane web
diagram. To implement the topological vertex method on these 5-brane webs, we consid-
ered its unHiggsed 5-brane web and properly tuned the Ka¨hler parameters associated with
the Higgsed edges. As such Higgsing can be considered locally as Higgsing on a 5-brane
web diagram for T2-theory, we developed systematic tunings of Ka¨hler parameters for a
T2-diagram, so that such T2-tuning can be applicable to various Higgsed 5-brane web di-
agrams. It is also straightforward to extend the T2-turning to TN -tuning. As an example
of T3-tuning, we considered 5d N = 1 Sp(3) gauge theory with an antisymmetric. We
checked that our results agree with known results based on the ADHM method, up to two
instanton contributions.
By redefining the parameters of the theory to make the fiber-base duality manifest [47],
the partition functions expressed in terms of new parameters explicitly show enhanced
global symmetry ENf+1 × SU(2)antisym., yielding the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants of 5d
Sp(2) gauge theories with an antisymmetric hypermultiplet and Nf ≤ 4 flavors.
Though we did not present the result with higher number of flavors due to prolonged
computation time with higher flavors, it is straightforward to compute the partition func-
tion for Sp(2) theory with higher number of flavors (Nf = 5, 6, 7, 8) and for higher rank
Sp(N) gauge theory.
– 41 –
Along with new findings of 5-brane web for 5d superconformal theories with various
matter fields, it would be interesting to compute the partition functions using the topologi-
cal vertex method on the corresponding 5-brane webs of various matters, and see enhanced
global symmetries. Another interesting direction to pursue is to check various dualities
of 5d rank 2 superconformal theories [28] based on 5-brane webs [54] by computing the
partition functions based on each 5-brane web.
Here, we discussed the T2-tuning of the Ka¨hler parameters for jumps. It would also be
interesting to study other physical systems such as defects by tuning Ka¨hler parameters to
other values and find the corresponding tuning method.
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A Some useful identities


















sµT /ηT (x)sλT /η(y) , (A.2)
where the skew Schur functions satisfy
s∅/µ(x) = δ∅µ = δ∅µT , |µ| = |µT |, (A.3)
sν/∅(x) = sν(x), sµ/ν(λx) = λ|µ|−|ν|sµ/ν(x), (A.4)∑
ν
(−1)|ν|sµ/ν(x)sνT /λT (x) = (−1)|µ|δµλ . (A.5)
Using this, one can perform the Young diagram sums along non-preferred directions.
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||Z˜µ(t, q)||2 := Z˜µT (t, q)Z˜µ(q, t) ,
Nµν(Q; t, q) :=
∞∏
i,j=1










1−Q q−µi+j−1 t−νTj +i
)
,




, t, q) ,
Nhalf,−
νT




, t, q) ,
M(Q, t, q) :=
∞∏
i,j=1












2 − q−n2 )(tn2 − t−n2 )
)
. (A.6)
We note that for some functions, we used slightly different convention from the notations
in [55]
Nµν(Q; t
−1, q−1) = Nµν(Q, t, q), M(Q; t, q) = 1M(Q, t, q) , (A.7)
where the functions on the right hand are those defined in [55]. Other useful identities are
as follows







































































Z˜νT (q, t)Z˜ν(t, q)
. (A.13)
The following relations are useful, when one expands terms in the partition functions
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B Result from localization
In [48, 49], the partition function for Sp(N) + 1AS +NfF was computed via localization
based on the ADHM method, which takes the following form
ZperturbativeSp(N)+1AS+NfF = Z
pert























































































M(A1A2, t, q)M(A1A2, q, t)M(
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M(AαAβ, t, q)M(AαAβ, q, t)M(
Aα
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where mi are masses for fundamental flavors, and m is mass for antisymmetric hypermul-
tiplet.
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Figure 31. The unHiggsed diagram of the web depicted Figure 30. The additional Higgsed T2-
diagram over here is of type Case B.
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Figure 33. The left web is for the massive AS with mass fugacity Q8. Its unHiggsed diagram is
toric.
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